StaffCop Enterprise 4.6

MONITOR. ANALYSE. REPORT. BLOCK

A bundled software solution to control information, user activity and system events on workstations and terminal servers.

StaffCop Enterprise monitors all employee activity on each workstation, logs all system events, controls information channels within corporate network and those leading outside.

StaffCop Enterprise helps analyze efficiency of each employee and to define their real KPI, protect sensitive data, detect insiders and investigate information security incidents.

staffcop-enterprise.com
StaffCop Enterprise — a complex solution for business efficiency and information security!

User behavior analytics
Analyze anomalies in user behavior. Handy means of data visualization: heat map, graph and relation tree.

Threat detection at an early stage
The system features flexible configuration of filters and alerts, helping to prevent data leaks at an early stage and considerably reduce negative consequences.

Working time tracking
Business process of a company represents a sum of each employee work at his work place. The system tracks all his activity and builds reports:
- Stripe chart of time tracking for all the employees;
- Detailed report on each employee;
- Working time sheet;
- Scheduled e-mail reports

Employee efficiency evaluation
Productivity can be evaluated by objective indicators. In StaffCop Enterprise you can categorize user activity: entertainment resources, games, office applications, graphical editors, e.t.c. Each employee or a group of employees can be assigned a unique configuration. The system automatically calculates the amount of time a user spent on productive and unproductive applications and web-sites.

Problem
To manage an enterprise efficiently it’s necessary to see the full picture of information distribution, fulfilling business-processes and the level of employee engagement.
Modern employee monitoring software provides a lot of information that rather confuses directors than helps them. Without a clear model of data distribution a company becomes vulnerable to insider threats, data leaks and other information security threats.
Lack of transparency doesn’t allow a company to operate with maximum efficiency.

Solution
Time tracking, sensitive data leak prevention and incident investigation – the complex approach leads to revealing employee’s potential, better understanding and control of business processes. The main benefit of using the system is efficiency increase resulting in increased income.
MONITORING
- presence at workplace
- search queries
- activity time in applications
- social networks messaging
- file operations
- e-mails and attachments (POP3, IMAP, SMTP, MAPI, webmail)
- block USB and CD
- webcam snapshots
- login/logout
- printed documents
- Wi-Fi networks
- sound from microphones and speakers
- web-sites visiting
- FTP-protocol
- SIP calls events and messages
- file listing at USB-connections
- passwords on web-sites
- configured screenshots for applications and web-sites

ANALYSIS
- MD5-sums of intercepted files
- applications launching monitoring
- screenshot when active window is changed
- reports exporting
- software and hardware inventory
- OCR (text recognition in graphical files)
- linear graph to reveal abnormal events
- heat-map of activity
- desktop screen video
- PC scheduled shutdown

REPORTING
- MD5-sums of intercepted files
- screenshot when active window is changed
- live view up to 8 screen simultaneously
- alerts on violations of security policy

BLOCKING
- remote desktop control
- block forbidden websites
- block applications
- software and hardware inventory
StaffCop runs on modern distributions including MacOS, Ubuntu, Red Hat, Arch Linux, and Astra Linux

- user activity monitoring (also on Mac OS 10.13)
- login/logout monitoring (also on Mac OS 10.13)
- activity time on web-sites (also on Mac OS 10.13)
- search queries in Chrome and Firefox
- facts of applications launching (also on Mac OS 10.13)
- activity time in applications (also on Mac OS 10.13)
- printed documents monitoring
- clipboard interception (also on Mac OS 10.13)
- key LOGGER for terminal and graphical sessions (also on Mac OS 10.13)

- bash commands logging
- log-files extracting
- screenshots taken when active window is changed or at a time interval (also on Mac OS 10.13)
- sound recording from embedded and plugged microphones
- OCR (text recognition in graphical files)
- heat-maps of activity
- alerts on violations of security policy
- Skype 8 monitoring
- credit card numbers tracking
- Telegram Desktop messaging monitoring
- remote control of GNU/Linux workstations
- extracting StaffCop logs from the command line
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WHAT'S NEW?

- Viewing screenshots in the player backwards and forwards
- Graph events detailing in a separate window
- Alphabetical sorting of users and computers in Constructor
- Speed up of work with network drives
- Simple and complex filters can now be used together
- Exception phrases in vocabularies
- Track file operations made with tagged files
- Software inventory: separate view for software products and their updates
- Surveillance quad for web-cam snapshots

Time tracking reports: productivity coloring in a single time element

WEB-MAIL AND CLOUD SERVICES
- Google Drive/GMail
- DropBox
- OneDrive

E-MAIL PROTOCOLS:
- SMTP / SMTPs
- IMAP
- POP3 / POP3s
- MS Exchange

NETWORK TRAFFIC:
- HTTP / HTTPs
- FTP / FTPs

INSTANT MESSENGERS
- Skype
- ICQ, QIP, Jabber (XMPP)
- Mail.ru Agent
- Yahoo and other

CONTROL USB-ports
- control USB \ CD-ROM
- blocking

SHADOW COPYING OF FILES
- sent by email
- removable drives
- received from internet
- sent to printing
- network storages
- embedded OCR

www.staffcop.com
License Policy

StaffCop Enterprise is licensed by the number of computers with agents installed (1 license = 1 computer). The server part doesn’t require licensing. For terminal servers licenses are calculated by the number of accounts used on the server + 1 license. One license of StaffCop Enterprise gives the right to install and use agent module (endpoint module) on a single workstation; license is assigned to hardware ID. The license can be used on another workstation with a different hardware ID, but it can be used only on one workstation at a time. For timely investigation and company audit we offer 3 months license. For constant information security and monitoring of business process we offer 12 months and perpetual license.

3 months

The license works 3 months. Technical support and access to new versions are available 3 months. The following year costs 40% of the original cost in case the payment is made within this year, or 60% from the original cost in case the payment is made after the year.

12 months

The license works 12 months. The following year costs 40% of the original cost in case the payment is made within this year, or 60% from the original cost in case the payment is made after the year.

Perpetual

The license will work forever. Technical support and access to new versions is optional. It’s free for the first 12 months from the moment of purchase. The following year costs 25% of the original cost in case the payment is made within this year, or 40% of the original cost in case the payment is made after the year.